
ACCESS MANAGER PRO

A proven, out-of-the-box 
solution that controls the 
functions users have access 
to within your OpenText/SAP 
Extended ECM platform.

 M Limit access to functions

 M Stay compliant with regulatory and  
license obligations

 M Minimise information security risks

When audits show your users are doing things they shouldn’t be able to, what do 
you do? Extended ECM provides no way to limit access to individual functions 
leaving your organisation at high risk of information security and compliance 

Limit access to functions
At Fastman, we know that you want to be an 
organisation with secure and trustworthy content 
that remains compliant with licensing requirements. 
In order to do that, you need full control over the 
functions your users have access to. The problem is 
that you’re unable to limit access to functions with 
the standard OpenText / SAP Extended ECM, which 
makes you concerned about your users doing things 
they shouldn’t be able to. We believe you should 
have full control over the things your users can do, 
regardless of how they are accessing the system.

Do you...

•	Rely on end-user training in order to comply  
with policies

•	Create internal quick-fixes and reports to resolve 
errors once they’ve occurred

•	Pay fines or purchase full-user licenses for policy 
over-runs

•	Trust that users will only do what they are 
supposed to

You should be able to control the 
functions your users can perform

We understand the challenges you have with access 
control, which is why global organisations implement 
Access Manager Pro as a proven, out-of-the-box solution.
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Stay compliant with regulatory 
and license obligations 

Fastman Access Manager Pro provides complete 
control over the functions that users have access 
to, ensuring compliance with regulatory and license 
obligations, and minimising information security risks. 
Stop relying on inefficient and ineffective quick fixes, 
and instead remain confident that your information 
security and license compliance risks are under control.

The Extended ECM Information 
Security experts

With over 12 years of experience working extensively 
with Extended ECM permissions, Fastman is the 
leading authority on Extended ECM information 
security. Together, Fastman and Access Manager 
Pro bring a unique combination of technological 
capabilities and OpenText product know-how that  
can be matched nowhere else.

Start the conversation so you can have 
complete control over the functions that 
users have access to, ensuring compliance 
with regulatory and license obligations, 
and minimizing information security risk.

To find out more, visit www.fastman.com

BENEFITS OF ACCESS MANAGER PRO

Manage exactly what functions your  
users can and can not perform
Ensure system admins can manage exactly what 
functions your users can and can not perform.

Minimize administrative overheads
Simple administrative interface, automated 
auditing and real-time compliance checks 
reduce burden on IT resources.

Ensure compliance
Ensure compliance with regulatory and  
license obligations, and minimise information 
security risks.

Off-the-shelf and operational within  
an hour
Access Manager Pro is fast to deploy,  
more robust and more cost-effective than  
alternative options.


